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ACROSS

1 Like many birds, some bats ________________ south for the winter.

2 Bats are the only mammals that _____________________.

3 The hoary bat and the ____________________________________ bat migrate south for winter.

4 The largest bat in the U.S. is the ________________ bat.  A big one weighs 34 grams or 1.2 ounces.

5 A baby bat is called a ___________________.

6 The place where a bat rests when it isn't flying is called its _____________________.

7 25% of all mammals in the world are ____________. 

8 Bats have hair and produce milk to feed their young, so they are _________________________.

9 A female bat's  _________________ period varies depending on the temperature of its environment.

She is pregnant longer if her roost is cold.

10 In this country bats are a symbol of happiness and good luck: ________________

11 Bats are __________________________ because they are active at night.

12 Mango, avocado, agave and _____________ are fruits that depend on bats to pollinate their flowers.

DOWN

1 Bats have excellent vision.  They are not _____________________.

2 The bat that lives in Idaho's deserts and is black with 3 big polka dots and long pink ears is 

the ____________ bat. 

3 Many tropical bats eat fruits and drop their _________ somewhere else.  These grow into new plants.

4 The Idaho bat with the longest ears is _________________ big-eared bat.  It eats moths and wasps.

5 Bats use their very good vision and ______________________ to find their prey (animals they eat).

6 The blond colored bat that eats scorpions and grasshoppers in Idaho's deserts is the__________ bat.

7 Bat droppings are called ________________.

8 The only Idaho bat which usually has twins is the western ___________________________.

9 __________ are holes dug in the ground to get gold and silver.  

They are good year-round roosts for bats.

10 Bats spread the seeds of the ________________ tree.  Chocolate is made from its fruit.

c This puzzle was designed by Jenny Taylor, WREN Wildlife Biologist.
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